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brand positioning statement

For  those  who  love  the  dark,  
unusual,  and  horrific,  Bone  Octopus  
is  the  video  game  creator  that  
delivers  memorable  and  exciting  
horror  games  because  only  
Bone Octopus  knows  what  truly  
makes  people  afraid.
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Fabia Castle
boneoctopus
fabiacastle@gmail.com

8703180955
boneoctopus.monster

@boneoctopus

@fabiacastle

For those who love the dark, unusual, and horrific, Bone Octopus is the 
video game creator that delivers memorable and exciting horror games 
because only Bone Octopus knows what truly makes people afraid.

BoneOctopus
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

             !?,.

Avenir Next
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.
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components of logo

These are called 
"tentacles". They make up the mark 
of the logo.

This is the logotype. It says "bone 
octopus",  which is the name 
of the brand.
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clear space requirements

For the love of god, don't 
squeeze the logo in some�
where. Let the damn 
thing breathe.

Rule of thumb: the same 
amount of white space 
around as the length of the 
word "bone".
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min and max size

Not smaller than one inch or 
bigger than five inches. Ever.
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colors, or lack thereof

acceptable colors:
black on white

unacceptable colors:
anything else

RGB 45 41 38 
HEX 2D2926 
CMYK 65 66 68 82
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approved color variations

white on
black

RGB 255 255 255
HEX #FFFFFF
CMYK 0 0 0 0
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bad ideas

don't do anything that is not 
expressly approved within this 
guide. unless it looks dope.
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typography

Handwriting font for 
when you're being 
sassy, Avenir Next 
for when you're not. 
No smaller than 
eight point. No 
serifs. If Avenir Next 
is unavailable, 
use Arial.

NO.
no

yes
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Hey.

You. You reading this.

You see where these words are? And how big they are? 
And the margins? And the letterhead?

Yeah. Good. Keep those all the same.

Well... okay. You can play with the size. You can also 
use Avenir Next if it's a more serious letter. But don't 
go under eight point. I mean it.

Make sure to type out your name and then 
PHYSICALLY sign the letter. People appreciate that 
sort of stuff. And, yeah, they're gonna be able to tell 
if you just signed digitally. I'm not doing that here, 
because this is on a computer and I'm not sending this.

fabia castle
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summon me.

boneoctopus.monster
@boneoctopus

boneoctopus.itch.io
boneoctopus@gmail.com

a business card...
for my business....
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unsuspecting consumer
   necronomicon way
jonesboro, ar 

boneoctopus
       e lake st
paragould, ar

Use a white gelly roll pen. Or 
something similar. Return address 
on the back.
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mockups
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website favicon

he is smol for a reason. 
plz use him
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instagram profile mark
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linkedin profile mark
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email sign off

"here at boneoctopus, you will get 
a cool title that you will have to 
explain at each and every 
subsequent interview" 
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budget

Business card
https://www.vistaprint.com/business-cards/ultra-thick?couponAutoload=1&G-
P=02/04/2020+22:32:31&GPS=5610736226&GNF=0
$40 + shipping for 100

Letterhead
https://www.vistaprint.com/stationery/letterhead?xnav=swsProductOnly_Re-
sultTitle
$25 + shipping for 25

Envelope
https://www.paperpapers.com/poptone-black-licorice-no-10-envelopes-50-
pk-dfs.html
$10.22 + shipping for 50

Website
Boneoctopus.monster
$2.88 for a year

TOTAL $78.10 + shipping
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Fabia 
Castle
game  designer

dedicated and 
hardworking 
game designer 
looking to apply 
my storytelling 
skills to
interesting
projects

Education
Bachelor of fine arts 
in graphic design with 
an emphasis in 
digital design
Arkansas State 
University

Associate of Science
Arkansas State 
University

Certificate in Coding 
with Swift
Arkansas State 
University

Professional Experience

Bohannan's Brews
logo designer
              present

Core Paws
volunteer social 
media manager
Jan            Jan

Volunteer Serv ice
Volunteer for NEA 
Pride  Northeast 
Arkansas Pride

Volunteer social 
media manager for 
Core Paws

Organizations
NEA Pride

Great Books Reading 
Club

Tech Ladies

Economics Club

Awards

Student Addy for unedited 
photography

Governor's Distinguished 
Scholarship

AState Excellence 
Scholarship

Skills
HTML
CSS
UI UX
Swift
Adobe Creative Suite
Microsoft Suite
Unity Game Engine
Twine

What the heck is 
up with this resume?

Good question. If 
you'd like to know 
the answer, 
my number is: Where to find me:

bottom of your local swamp
maybe bigfoot hunting
   boneoctopus
boneoctopus  gmail.com

May 2020 resume. Recent version available online.
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Mr. Hilleman:

I’m a budding young game designer who just moved to town. While I’m still in 
the process of getting this house cozy and cluttered, I’d love to chat about the 
town and what you’ve learned in all your years working for EA. I’ve got time on 
my hands, and talking with successes like you seems a wonderful way to spend it. 
I also have a lot of questions about the industry, and I get the feeling you have a 
lot of answers.

Who am I? I’m an out-inside person. I enjoy kayaking and hiking, but also 
building blanket forts and re-watching The Hobbit for the eight-hundredth time. 
I keep Nerf guns in my room for impromptu battles, and I have a ridiculously 
wobbly book tower that’s 80% Kerouac. I live in that quiet moment when the sun 
is rising and there’s coffee in my hands, but you can also find me yelling “yeehaw” 
from the top of the nearby mountains. I am an eclectic group of moments and 
objects from my cluttered house. I’m Fabia. Nice to meet you.

My game dev tag is boneoctopus. I’m just starting out, and you’ve already 
made it. I would be honored if we could meet for coffee and a quick chat 
sometime. I’ll call later this week to see if you have thirty much-appreciated 
minutes to share.

Thank you for your time!

Fabia Castle
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website

boneoctopus.monster
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scheduled posts

linkedin

instagram

social media 
content is 
posted through 
a combination 
of stories and 
feed posts, 
with relevant 
hashtags 
to boost 
each image.
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social media

@boneoctopus
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@FabiaCastle
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What’s your full name? 
Fabia Rae Castle

Would you like to create a brand that refers to you as a person or you as a thing? In other words, do you want to 
have a business that is known by your name or by another name? 
I would rather be referred to as a thing. I’ve been using the game developer name Bone Octopus, which I like and am 
known by. I’m going to keep using this name.

What is the location of your business? If you do not know yet, state your ideal location. Or you could explain 
something like  “A large city in the U.S.” or “A medium-sized city in the northeast region of the U.S.” 
I would really like to work from home, collaborating with a team that’s also not-in-an-office. So for this question, it 
becomes more of “Where would you like your home to be?” for me. For that, I’d say somewhere rural within a 30 
minute drive of a decent-sized city.

Where would you rather work? Virtual from home or at a physical office?
Oh, oops. See previous question. I would definitely rather work virtually from home. 

_______

S.W.O.T.

A S.W.O.T can help you assess the strengths and opportunities you currently have so you can map the shortest 
path to your goals. It will also help you understand any obstacles in your path, whether they are outside of you, or 
internal. Creating a S.W.O.T analysis of your creative business can be extremely useful as a way of identifying potential 
difficulties and opportunities for your business and for yourself.
• Strengths and Weaknesses are internal aspects of you and your business.
• Opportunities and Threats are external aspects of you and your business.
Use each section to identify problems and solutions in other sections. You can use your strengths to spot related 
weaknesses (EX “I am well-organized” is a strength, “I am too rigid” is a related weakness), then use that weakness 
to identify an opportunity, and so on. Think laterally when you are doing your SWOT analysis. Don’t get caught up in 
analysis the whys of these, just jot them down as you think of them. Brainstorm!
See example here.

• S - Strengths (internal/personal aspects that give you an advantage):
1. Dedicated to ideas
2. Love problem-solving
3. Work just as well with a team as alone
4. Strong communication skills
5. Creative 

  
• O - Opportunities (external/public – new services, products or markets for you to consider):
1. Game Jams
2. Competitions
3. Itch.io
4. Collaborations
5. App/Web Development
  
• W - Weaknesses (internal/personal aspects that might hinder you or cause problems):
1. Unorganized
2. Procrastinator
3. Likely to change ideas multiple times
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1. Kinda push-over-y
2. Laziness 

• T - Threats (external/public – EX competition, government regulations, money, tech?):
1. Tech (ie keeping up to date with new consoles)
2. People better than me
3. My own weaknesses
4. Not being able to land a job (money)
5. Constantly changing interests of the audience

______

YOUR MISSION:

What drives you? What keeps you motivated? What are you passionate about?
I really do enjoy making games. I joke sometimes that, were it a degree when I got here, I would’ve switched to that. 
However, that’s not a joke. I’ve always been looking for a job whose problems I enjoy solving, and I enjoy solving the 
problems that arise when making games. The frustration I feel when things go wrong only serves to fuel my efforts to 
figure it out and see the result work. I’m also passionate about writing, but I prefer doing it as a side hustle. I don’t think 
I’d like it as much with rules and regulations and someone breathing down my neck about it. (Which itself is another 
thing I think about a lot. My dad went to college for art, but dropped out when he realized it wasn’t fun when someone 
was telling you what to draw and do.)

What is important to you in business? What are your ethics, values and reasons for being in this profession?
What kinds of creative work do you specifically want to do? Answer this as if money or job availability  
didn’t matter.
I don’t know. My reasons for being in this profession (which, I will be answering these all as if this is about game design) 
are simply that I enjoy it, and I constantly want to learn more about it. I don’t know what my ethics here are. I’m not sure 
what that means, honestly. I like being able to incorporate writing into my games. It lets me do my two favorite creative 
outlets at the same time.

Describe your creative industry. Is it a growth industry? What changes do you foresee in the industry, short-
term and long-term? How will you be poised to take advantage of them? If you work across multiple industries, 
you need to answer these questions for all of them.
It is definitely a growth industry. The need for game designers is rising with new consoles coming out, and old ones 
being revamped. Both short-term and long-term, I’ll need to constantly be learning how to design for various consoles 
and operating systems. Luckily, the program I use has outputs for most popular systems. This puts me in a prime 
position to take advantage of these future opportunities.

Describe your most important strengths and core competencies. What factors will make you succeed? What do 
you think your major competitive strengths will be? What background experience, skills, and strengths do you 
personally bring to this new venture?
Replace this text with your answer.

Where do you see yourself in 12 months? This does not mean just location. What are you doing? Please keep 
this as much as possible to your career, even if you plan to get married and/or have a family. 
In twelve months I will have just graduated. I don’t expect to be far in my career, but I would like a relevant job that 
leaves me time to work on my own portfolio pieces.

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
I see myself working with a small company, no more than ten people, on some relaxed sort of game (think: Stardew 
Valley).

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In ten years I see myself firmly in my career, working on some large project with a large team. Or perhaps I will have 
discovered I prefer the creative freedom that comes with a small team, and I’ll still be with those initial people.

How are you going to make these goals happen?
It’s something I have to start working on NOW. I’ve taken a break in game making over the winter break, but now I 
need to get back into it. I started making a GameBoy game last semester, so I would like to get back to that. Old-style 
games always pique the interest of gamers.
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_______

YOUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

Examine yourself before you go into business. You want to look for avenues and opportunities which play 
to your strengths. Examine fields that you enjoy for opportunities. If you love to talk with people rather than 
sending email, look around for conferences and networking opportunities. By doing this, you know more about 
yourself and more about who your direct competition would be (next).

Pick from this list and/or add additional items. After each one listed, describe in-depth what you offer in 
relation to this item. Specifically answer what your qualifications are in these areas and what factors will give 
you competitive advantages or disadvantages. You should have at least 5 items.  

• Logo Design (I have designed a logo for a local microbrewery, with variations in the works.), Publication Design 
(I have designed multiple books and magazines, which have sold multiple copies.), Apps (I am skilled with XD 
and app prototyping. I can create working prototypes in a small amount of time.), Games (I have created multiple 
games for multiple platforms, all centered around a general theme of “Horror”. They have each gained moderate 
attention, with my top game becoming very popular last month.), Photography (I have photographed weddings 
and events, and I have won an award in photography.), Music Composition (I make chiptunes in my spare time, 
which I include in my games.) Writing (I am an award-winning author writing under multiple pseudonyms. My 
current project is a book of poetry.)

_______

YOUR COMPETITION:

Explain your direct competition is in relation to the following. Describe the qualities of a person who would be 
competition (not an actual person). Who would be hired instead of you?

Creativity:
An absolute crazy genius. This person would be able to think of entirely new ideas (take that, postmodernism) and 
implement them effectively.

Talent:
They would be naturally talented. Everything would come easy to them, so their portfolio would be wide and varied.

Ability:
They are literally a computer that can code games quickly.

Training:
They will have trained under high-end companies like Sony or Nintendo.

Experience:
They will have more experience than me, which here probably means they’ve made more games.

Values:
(I’m still not sure what this means.) I guess they would absolutely adore working on a team and never have any 
problems with anyone.

Specialty:
I almost feel like this person would have no specialty. I specialize in horror, so I imagine they would just be good at it 
all.

_______

YOUR CLIENTS:

Who is your ideal client(s)? For example, is it a small business owner or do you want to do contract work for  
large companies? 
Supermassive Games.
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How will you find your client(s)?
I think I have to make THEM find ME. I have to prove myself and make my name known, so when I do contact them, my 
reputation will proceed me.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS:
How will clients interact you or your business. Is it automated or personal? In person or online? Explain the 
client/customer experience from start to finish.
It will be personal but online. Ideally, we would communicate solely through emails (because I hate video-chats). I 
wouldn’t automate replies, though. It’ll just be like fast little letters.

What type of marketing/networking will you do to get your name out there?
I need to start joining and winning Game Jams to get my name out in the dev community, and then move on to 
creating games I could send to content creators for review.

Will the ideal client give you little or full control over the project scope? Do you like a lot of direction or a little. 
If it’s in the middle, be specific in your answer. 
Almost full control. I would still like a bit of direction, maybe a general plot and/or a few key scenes, but the rest should 
be up to me/the team.

Will you give any discounts to clients for any reason?
Sure, if they want to make some assets or music or something. If they can take some of the workload, I’ll offer a 
discount.

What are your desired results? Number of clients or projects per month.
Since games tend to be massive projects, I don’t want more than one a month. In fact, if I could stick with one every few 
years, that’d be great. I could still make my own small projects on the side if I wanted.

_______

Much of the information on this sheet has been paraphrased or pulled directly from the following sources:
• http://brentgalloway.me/want-to-freelance-successfully-write-a-business-plan-sample
• https://millo.co/17-tips-for-effective-freelance-business-planning
• https://creativeplusbusiness.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/TEMPLATE_Business_Plan_for_Creatives.pdf
• https://www.policygenius.com/blog/freelancers-taxes-quarterly-annually/
• https://carriedils.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Roadmap-to-Your-Freelance-Business-Plan.pdf
• https://www.sba.gov/business-guide/plan-your-business/write-your-business-plan
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What’s your full name? 
Fabia Rae Castle
______

YOUR FINANCIAL PLAN:

A traditional financial plan for business consists of the following: 12-month profit and loss projection; cash-flow 
projection; projected balance sheet; and break-even calculation. These are a minimum. We will be much less specific.
First do a cost-of-living analysis. Also research what is being charged in relation to where you will live and your 
experience level.
______

COST-OF-LIVING ANALYSIS:

What are your minimum EXPENSES in relation to your business per month?  
If the costs you acquire are per quarter or year, do the math for the monthly cost. 

Cost of basic Health Insurance: 
$250 (husband’s insurance)

Cost of Equipment (Software and Hardware): 
$80

Cost of Website: 
$1.00

Cost of Continued Education 
$10 

Cost of Estimated Quarterly Taxes Set Aside Per Month (1/3 rule set aside 4 times a year): 
$1400

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST PER MONTH:
$1741

______

What are your minimum projected PROFITS in relation to your business and its expenses per month?
Replace month with  year or quarter to match expenses if necessary.  

How much will you charge? 
$30

How many days of the week will you work? 
4

How many hours per week do you expect to be billable?
35

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROFIT PER MONTH:
$4200 (Actual profit of $2459)
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INVOICE
thank you for the opportunity to work with you! all payments can be made to boneoctopus and mailed to the address 
below. please contact me with questions about this or any future work!

DATE: date
JOB NUMBER: job or invoice #

CLIENT NAME: company name
ADDRESS: Street Address
PHONE: (xxx)xxx-xxxx

project  name

• explain here what was done. be sure it matches to the estimate and 
quote at a minimum.

• if the project was not yet finished, state this.

thank 
you

ADDRESS, Paragould, AR • 
boneoctopus@gmail.com 
@boneoctopus • LinkedIn @fabiacastle 
boneoctopus.monster

rate: $--/hr
hours:
total: $

TOTAL DUE: XXX
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INVOICE
thank you for the opportunity to work with you! all payments can be made to boneoctopus and mailed to the address 
below. please contact me with questions about this or any future work!

DATE: date
JOB NUMBER: job or invoice #

CLIENT NAME: company name
ADDRESS: Street Address
PHONE: (xxx)xxx-xxxx

project  name

• explain briefly what was done. be sure it matches to the estimate and 
quote at a minimum.

• be clear on the time allotted to revisions beyond the number allowed 
on the estimate/quote. if none were necessary, remove this.

thank 
you

ADDRESS, Paragould, AR • 
boneoctopus@gmail.com 
@boneoctopus • LinkedIn @fabiacastle 
boneoctopus.monster

TOTAL DUE: XXX

project rate: $xx
revisions:
 rate: $xx/hr
 hours: x
total: $
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QUOTE
the following is a quote from boneoctopus for work. this is neither an invoice, nor a legally binding contract. see 
plans from meeting notes to provide the expected total of hours. thank you for this opportunity!

DATE: date
JOB NUMBER: job or invoice #

CLIENT NAME: company name
ADDRESS: Street Address
PHONE: (xxx)xxx-xxxx

project  name
notes:
 list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client
materials requested:
 if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
 be clear on the time this project is due (or any due dates within the project). also state that if job is expected before this  
  time, it will incur a rush charge. be clear on what this increased rate or singular charge would be.

total: $X
revisions: 2

• explain here what you will receive and what is expected
• more here, include everything, including the time to pre-press files
• revisions beyond those listed will incur hourly charges

thank 
you

Paragould, AR • 
boneoctopus@gmail.com 
@boneoctopus • LinkedIn @fabiacastle 
boneoctopus.monster
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ESTIMATE
the following is an estimate from boneoctopus for work. this is neither an invoice, nor a quote. see 
plans from meeting notes to provide the expected total of hours. thank you for this opportunity!

DATE: date
JOB NUMBER: job or invoice #

CLIENT NAME: company name
ADDRESS: Street Address
PHONE: (xxx)xxx-xxxx

project  name
notes:
 list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client
materials requested:
 if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
 no rush charges. timeline discussed when estimate approved. if job will be rushed, explain here and increase rate.

rate: $--/hr
hours:
revisions:
total: $

• explain here what you will receive and what is expected
• more here, include everything, including the time to pre-press files
• revisions beyond those listed will incur hourly charges

project  name
notes:
 list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client
materials requested:
 if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
 RUSH CHARGES will be applied (something about deadline). timeline discussed further when estimate approved

rate: $--/hr
hours:
revisions:
total: $

• explain here what you will receive and what is expected
• more here, include everything, including the time to pre-press files
• revisions beyond those listed will incur hourly charges

thank 
you

Paragould, AR • 
boneoctopus@gmail.com 
@boneoctopus • LinkedIn @fabiacastle 
boneoctopus.monster
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promo merch
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thank you

thank  you  for  taking  the  
time to  peruse  the 
boneoctopus  brand  book.  a  lot  
of  time  went  into  this,  
from  conception  to  this  final  
product  here.  

we  appreciate  you.


